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In August, the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) said: “It is unequivocal that human influence 
has warmed the atmosphere, ocean and land.”

And a study by Cornell University, published just last month, 
finds that not 97 per cent, but 99.9 per cent of scientists now 
agree that climate change is caused by humans. “It is really 
case closed,” said the lead author, Mark Lynas.

This scientific consensus is vital if there is to be a concerted 
international response to the climate crisis. And it is a crisis, 
an emergency, call it what you will, but it demands radical 
and immediate action.  

This month – November – the world’s political leaders meet 
in Glasgow to try and contain global warming to under 2ºC 
over pre-industrial levels, preferably 1.5ºC. Given the world 
has already warmed by 1.2ºC (see graph), even with the best 
efforts, 1.5ºC will be exceeded, though 1.8ºC may be just pos-
sible if all countries undertake radical and immediate action. 

Australia’s pre-eminent climate scientist Prof Will Steffen 
stressed the urgency again last month. Not only are we close 
to a number of ‘tipping points’, he said, where an ecosys-
tem tips over into a new state, but now scientists are talking 
about ‘tipping cascades’.  This is where one tipping point sets 
off another in a domino effect.
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Prime Minister Scott Morrison heads to Glasgow having had 
last minute agreement from the Nationals to a Net Zero Emis-
sions (NZE) target by 2050. This is no huge triumph, rather, 
the “minimum passport” to Glasgow as one commentator 
said.  He does not take more ambitious 2030 targets (26-28 

per cent reduction on 2005 levels) even though comparable 
nations are lifting theirs, in the case of the UK to 68 per cent. 
Yet, if there is to be any hope at all of keeping to 1.5ºC warm-
ing, a reduction, close to 75 per cent is required. 

So how will such massive reductions in emissions be 
achieved? Anna Skarbeck, CEO of Climateworks summed 
up what we have to do: electrify everything – a phrase that 
comes from a book of that name by Saul Griffith, an Austra-
lian working in the US and advising President Biden. Clearly, 
the electricity has to be produced from clean sources such 
wind, solar and hydro. Then, where electrifying everything 
isn’t appropriate, use green hydrogen to power the rest. 
And then to mop up remaining emissions, look at land use 
change, particularly the mass planting of trees. 

And yet by 2030 global population is expected to grow by 
around 700 million to 8.6 billion and Australia’s by another 
three or four million to 29 million, depending on net migra-
tion levels. Every extra person requires resources and en-
ergy to provide food, shelter and clothing, even without the 
excesses of western lifestyles. So, every extra person makes 
the task of reducing emissions harder. 

A year ago, the NSW branch of Sustainable Population Aus-
tralia proposed a motion that was passed by the annual con-
ference of the NSW Nature Conservation Council (NCC). It 
read: “That NCC recognises that limiting climate disruption 
and its impacts will require, not just transitioning away from 
fossil fuels and reducing unsustainable energy and material 
consumption, but also slowing and ideally ending global pop-
ulation growth; that NCC urges scientists, policy analysts and 
politicians not to overlook population growth in the global 
response to climate change…”

This motion was sent to the Australian Ambassador for 
Environment, Jamie Isbister, who leads the climate talks in 
Glasgow. The letter said that the international community 
had largely ignored the potential of population-related poli-
cies to reduce risks from global warming. This despite the 
IPCC’s 1.5ºC mitigation report having noted that reductions 
in population growth can reduce overall carbon demand and 
mitigate climate change. The IPCC’s adaptation (1.5ºC) report 
also identified modern family planning as an adaptation ac-
tion that would improve health and simultaneously reduce 
emissions by slowing population growth.

We hope the Ambassador took heed and acts accordingly. JG

Patrons:   The Hon Bob Carr   •   Professor Ian Lowe   •   Professor Tim Flannery   •   Dr Katharine Betts   •   Dr Paul Collins
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United Nations Secretary-General 
Antonio Guterres has said “a target 
of net zero 2050 emissions to ad-
dress the climate emergency is an 
illusion, net zero must be in the next 
decade. There must be no new coal 
plants built after 2021. OECD coun-
tries must phase out existing coal by 
2030, with all others following suit 
by 2040”.

This article explains that to do less 
would facilitate global collapse.

In 2012 Paul and Anne Ehrlich gave a paper to mark his 
election to the fellowship of the Royal Society: it was en-
titled “Can a Collapse of Global Civilization be avoided”. It 
noted that past civilisations had collapsed, the fall of the 
Roman Empire being a notable example.

“Collapse” can be understood to be widespread social 
breakdown of the core institutions of the society, or ci-
vilisation, resulting in a radical decline in complexity and 
the capacity to satisfy basic needs of the population, 
which could lead to a decline, perhaps rapid, in popula-
tion numbers.

This possibility needs immediate consideration now that 
the G7 Summit meeting in London recognised the threat  
from the confluence of climate change and biodiversity 
and the subsequent IPCC report confirmed the growing 
threats.

The acceleration and severity of climate change related 
events, fire, flood and storms in the northern hemi-
sphere has many scientists deeply concerned.

It is apparent that the resolve to deliver a target of net 
zero 2050 emissions is illusory for it allows fossil fuel 
usage to continue. New developments must cease and 
current usage curtailed to prevent temperature rises of 
more than two and possibly three degrees this century.

The Ehrlichs noted that the collapse of previous civilisa-
tions was local, but today, due to globalisation, there is 
one vast techno-industrial system, and collapse if it oc-
curs, is likely to bring down the entire edifice in a Great 
Crash.

Global civilisation faces existential threats from a mul-
titude of converging and compounding “catastrophes,” 
as J. H. Kunstler in The Long Emergency (Atlantic Books, 
London, 2005), described it. The Ehrlich’s cited the then 
UK chief scientific adviser John Beddington who charac-
terised the threat as a “perfect storm” of environmental 
problems.

Climate change is one of the most dangerous threats, 
as we will reference in the discussion below, but inter-
acting threats include biodiversity extinction and the 

consequent loss of ecosystem services, land and water 
degradation, ocean acidification and eutrophication, the 
depletion of scarce resources (“peak everything”), the 
pandemic threat (as seen at present with COVID-19 and 
its variants), chemical pollution and the danger of nucle-
ar war. It was highly likely that even in 2012, the world 
had already reached many “limits to growth,” and over-
shoot, resulting in the depletion of ecological capital, as 
suggested by ecological footprint analysis.

The Ehrlichs gave an overview of the evidence at the time 
and concluded that global civilisation can avoid a collapse 
if there was the will to immediately act in something of 
a total “war” effort to address each problem. However, 
they concluded that “the odds of avoiding collapse seem 
small because the risks are clearly not obvious to most 
people and the classic signs of impending collapse, es-
pecially diminishing returns to complexity are every-
where”, words which should haunt us now. Paul Ehrlich 
was wrong about his population bomb prediction in the 
late 1960s (not anticipating the “green revolution”), and 
naturally critics rejected his dire predictions once more. 
However, there is now a substantial scientific literature 
supporting the conclusion he reached, that without ut-
terly radical changes in present modes of living, collapse 
of global civilisation will occur.

We mention briefly, four academic papers published in 
2021, which can be interpreted to support the “collap-
seology” conclusion, explicitly or implicitly. The paper by 
Gaya Herrington, “Update to Limits to Growth: Compar-
ing the World3 Model with Empirical Data,” in the Journal 
of Industrial Ecology, examined the report for the Club of 
Rome, D. H. Meadows et al., The Limits to Growth (1972), 
recalibrating World3 with 2019 data. It was found that 
the Meadow et al. prediction of a societal collapse by the 
mid-to-late 21st century was in fact optimistic, and on 
the business-as-usual model of exponential economic 
growth and intense fossil fuel use, a collapse of global 
civilisation would occur by 2040.

The 2021 paper by King and Jones, “An Analysis of the 
Potential for the Formation of ‘Nodes of Persisting Com-
plexity” takes the likelihood of collapse very seriously, ex-
ploring “nodes of persisting complexity,” places to “bug 
out” to when the crisis fully hits. Places less impacted by 
global “decomplexification” (collapse), in the light of the 
environmental crisis include Norway, New Zealand, Fin-
land and Denmark, if they are lucky. Perhaps rich capi-
talists intend to “bug out” to a more habitable planet as 
signalled by their space odysseys.

Other papers warn of the ecological catastrophe that is 
looming, especially from climate change:

Ripple and colleagues, “World Scientists’ Warning of 
a Climate Emergency 2021“, warn that ecological ca-
tastrophe is looming. An earlier version declared a cli-

Opinion
The climate apocalypse: Can a collapse of global civilisation be avoided?
by David Shearman and Joseph Wayne Smith
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A couple of months ago, I sat in on 
an Australian Conservation Founda-
tion (ACF) event via Zoom for its do-
nors and supporters that promoted 
its latest climate change campaign. 
As a long-serving Councillor and 
former Vice president of ACF, I was 
interested to hear about their cam-
paign plans, which they explained 
are based on a poll of 15,000 people 
who indicated a desire for firm ac-

tion on climate change. However, at the end of it, I felt 
isolated and alone. I felt I had moved on in my thinking, 
while ACF has not. 

The presentations by senior ACF staff were earnest and 
uplifting and the comments posted in response were 
enthusiastic and supportive. But I felt myself estranged 
from the event.  I found myself recalling how often, over 
my 30 years of enthusiastic involvement with ACF, I had 
felt uplifted and inspired by the same style of presenta-
tions by ACF’s key personnel. Now, not so and it felt a bit 
like having lost a faith.

So, what has changed for me as ACF barrels along in its 
customary manner? It comes down to a realisation that 
ACF, and environmentalism more generally, is stuck with 
talking about the symptoms of the environmental crisis, 

while ignoring the underlying causes. It is also locked in 
to a largely fruitless campaign mode that is focused on 
targeting marginal seats in each Federal election.  This 
has been its style since I joined its Council in the 1980s 
and it remains a deeply entrenched, culturally embed-
ded modus operandi.  

The ACF people are intelligent, well-meant and deeply 
committed environmentalists, and for that they have my 
great respect. But they, and seemingly their supporters 
and donors who joined in this event, now appear to me 
to be tunnel-visioned and misguided in their fervour. 
First, and foremost, there is the assumption that climate 
change is the major existential threat that ACF and the 
wider environmental movement must address. It is their 
highest priority. And second, there is the additional as-
sumption that this threat can be averted through a po-
litical campaign focussed on key marginal seats that will 
somehow bring about a radically different response. I 
hear myself thinking, “same old, same old”, looking back 
over forty years of ACF campaigning strategy. When will 
the penny drop that this is a fruitless strategy?     

I could have submitted a comment to the event along 
the following lines: “When will ACF connect its climate 
change and biodiversity work to a deeper sustainability 
agenda that encompasses population growth, consump-
tion, economic growth and technology – the underlying 

Opinion

Feeling adrift in a sea of false hope
by Rob Fowler

mate emergency, and was signed by 11,000 scientists. 
The authors noted that there has already been a surge 
in climate-related disasters since 2019, including mega-
droughts, heatwaves, and in various regions, floods and 
super-storms. “There is also mounting evidence that we 
are nearing or have already crossed tipping points asso-
ciated with critical parts of the Earth system.”

The same conclusion was also reached by Corey Brad-
shaw and colleagues, “Underestimating the Challenges 
of Avoiding a Ghastly Future” in Frontiers in Conserva-
tion Science. This paper emphasised the threat posed by 
biodiversity loss, from human economic expansion, as 
well as climate change impacts. A Sixth Mass Extinction 
event has commenced, and the consequences of this 
alone may ultimately lead to Homo sapiens being one 
more species to face an extinction threat, since humans 
are totally dependent upon biodiversity for their survival.

Finally, two peer-reviewed scientific reports add further 
weight to the dire conclusions reached by the authors 
discussed above. First is the “State of the Climate in 
2020,” Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society 
and the second is IPCC Climate Change 2021: The Physi-
cal Science Basis, (Cambridge University Press, in press). 
These reports support the warnings of Ripple et al., 2021, 
of a climatic emergency.

Thus, Ehrlich was right in proposing that on the business-
as-usual scenario of exponential growth and overcon-
sumption, humanity faces the possibility of a collapse 
of global civilisation. The consequences of the “what if it 
happens” scenario are seldom discussed by academics, 
with various excuses given, such as, it might lead ordi-
nary people to resignation and despair.

But the same principle is not adopted in medical practice 
where it is required for practitioners to have a duty of 
care to honestly explain to the patient their health condi-
tion, even if it is terminal. Indeed, the Australian Medical 
Association and Doctors for the Environment Australia 
has recognised climate change as a health emergency.

So how far are we from preventing collapse and human 
extinction? It is imminent when we consider that the 
world’s greatest exporter of coal and gas is still at base 
camp quibbling about net zero by 2050 and has let loose 
with fervour new fossil fuel developments with subsidies 
to ensure success.

First published in Pearls and Irritations on 6 September 
2021. Republished with permission.

Rob Fowler
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drivers of imminent collapse?” That would have been a 
real “party pooper” contribution that I am sure would 
not have been welcomed by the ACF organisers on the 
night. It probably also would have been dismissed as in-
appropriate or irrelevant by most of the supporters and 
donors participating in the event. 

The reality is that these deeper and more complex issues 
have been either ignored or dismissed by most ACF staff 
for much of its existence. This is despite the efforts of a 
number of its elected Councillors and former Presidents 
over many years (ranging from Sir Garfield Barwick in 
the early 1970s to Emeritus Professor Ian Lowe more re-
cently), to draw attention to them. The focus within ACF 
staff remains on an agenda dominated by the twin envi-
ronmental pillars of climate change and biodiversity. But 
it would be unfair to level this criticism only at ACF. The 
environmental movement more generally, both here in 
Australia and in most other Western countries overseas, 
has largely displayed the same myopia in framing their 
campaigning and advocacy efforts. 

As to the reasons for this behaviour, a fellow ex-ACF 
Councillor, Jonathan Miller, offered me recently the fol-
lowing salient observations: 

•  The internal perception that it is easier to attract 
public support for issues such as climate change and 
biodiversity than for complex and less tangible issues 
such as population growth, consumption and eco-
nomic growth

•  The additional perception that tackling the drivers of 
unsustainability is more difficult conceptually, much 
harder to win in the long-term and that it is more dif-
ficult to identify ‘wins’ to supporters and members, 
and

•  a shift in the profile of ACF (and other ENGO organisa-
tion) activists and their collective culture from those 
who deeply understand and love the bush (e.g., bush-
walkers and those with natural science degrees) to 
those with broader social issue concerns (and whom, 
in turn, are particularly reluctant to tackle issues such 
as immigration-driven population growth in Austra-
lia).

Reinforcing the first of these points, the US founder of 
the Post Carbon Institute, Richard Heinberg, has offered 
the following observation about environmentalists more 
generally in a recent blog:

“It’s understandable why most environmentalists frame 
global warming the way they do (by targeting the fossil 
fuel industry). It makes solutions seem easier to achieve. 
But if we’re just soothing ourselves while failing to actu-
ally stave off disaster, or even to understand our prob-
lems, what’s the point?” i

This succinctly echoes exactly where my own thoughts 
have arrived at after over forty years of involvement with 
environmental law and environmentalism.  I have come 

to believe that: (1) climate change is essentially a symp-
tom (admittedly a very powerful one) of an underlying 
“growth” disease; and (2) that the current political sys-
tem, which is the hand maiden of capitalism and com-
pletely in its capture, is incapable of producing an effec-
tive response to climate change, much less the deeper 
challenge of avoiding ecological collapse and transition-
ing to sustainability. 

On the latter score, the efforts by ACF and other ENGO’s 
to scramble for the crumbs falling from the table at each, 
successive federal election, seem both flawed and large-
ly fruitless. Over the years, even though ACF does not 
directly support any political party, it has often engaged 
in targeting marginal seats where the ALP may have a 
chance of defeating the Coalition. The relationship with 
the Australian Greens has remained strained. And, after 
watching on ABC TV this week the first episode of the se-
ries, Big Deal, which laid bare the lack of any safeguards 
with respect to corporate political donations, it is clear 
where the most powerful influences on federal politics 
come from. 

So, this is why I am left feeling alone and isolated. Where 
are the voices to raise the larger sustainability agenda? 
What is the point of environmentalism, however well-
intentioned, if it proceeds in almost deliberate disregard 
of this larger agenda?  How can this agenda be pursued 
when those most likely to support it do not, or are not 
willing to, recognise it?  And what is the point of trying 
to engage with the current, corrupt political system in 
which a large proportion of Australian citizens have lost 
all confidence? 

My response to these questions, perhaps surprisingly, 
remains hopeful. There are many voices emerging glob-
ally in support of a deeper sustainability agenda, includ-
ing some luminaries in Australia. Environmentalism has 
been a meritorious movement over the past fifty years 
but it now must be seen as one that is limited in its vi-
sion and incapable of promoting a deeper sustainability 
agenda. This agenda must and will emerge from other 
sources and directions. And the goal must be to promote 
this agenda through radical social, economic and political 
reforms – these will be the pathways of the transition to 
a sustainable future that embodies ecological resilience 
and a human civilisation that is living within its means. ii 

i Heinberg, R., “The Only Long-Range Solution to Climate Change’, 
Museletter #343/September 2021, available at 

ii To develop these ideas further, I am engaged currently in writing a 
book entitled “The Great Transition: From the Anthropocene to the 
Ecolocene” which I hope to get published in about eighteen months 
from now. 
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The great Gough Whitlam said when 
he was Prime Minister that he didn’t 
think Australia’s population would 
grow much in future, nor did he 
think it should. As recently as the 
year 2000, Howard Government Im-
migration Minister Phillip Ruddock 
expressed the same view.

In a speech about population, Phil-
lip Ruddock said that demographic 
forces would cause Australia’s pop-

ulation to grow increasingly slowly towards the mid-cen-
tury, when it would reach around 24 million or a little 
more. “At that point or soon afterwards it will virtually 
stabilise in size and age”.

He went on to say that the first 80,000 net migrants per 
year contribute to reducing the ageing of the population, 
but that “Net migration above that level brings us rapidly 
diminishing returns”. He noted that “Current trends in 
net overseas migration suggest that, over the long run, 
net migration may average out at around 80,000 per an-
num”. 

When Phillip Ruddock predicted in 2000 that Australia’s 
population would slowly grow to 24 million by 2050 and 
stabilise after that, he didn’t see himself coming.

A few years later he ratcheted up our annual net migra-
tion from 100,000 to well over 200,000, where it has ba-
sically stayed ever since. His attraction to the 80,000-fig-
ure disappeared without trace. In 1998 the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics forecast that by 2051 our population 
would grow to 24.9 million. We reached that number in 
2018 – 33 years early.

The consequences of this rapid population growth have 
been dramatic and far-reaching. Underemployment has 
risen, job security has declined, and wages have stagnat-
ed. Our cities have become congested and housing has 
become unaffordable. Young people have been fitted up 
with an axis of financial evil – job insecurity, housing un-
affordability, and student debt. 

The environment has also suffered greatly. When I got 
interested in protecting the environment around 1970, 
I thought we would learn from the mistakes of the past 
and do a much better job of protecting this unique and 
beautiful land. Wrong.

In Australia, and right around the world, the past 50 years 
have been the most devastating for the environment in 
human history. Habitat destruction, species extinctions, 
climate change, ocean pollution, waste – all worse than 
ever before. There are twice as many people as there 
were back in 1970, but on average the population of ev-
erything else has been cut in half. As well as making Aus-
tralia uninhabitable for other species, we have made it 

less habitable for ourselves. Tree canopy cover and pub-
lic and private open space have diminished.

The cost of infrastructure has ballooned. Instead of econ-
omies of scale, we now have diseconomies of scale – tun-
nels and bridges are much more expensive than laying 
tarmac over the ground. Land in the CBDs has become 
so expensive it is a disincentive to businesses thinking 
about whether to locate their operations in Australia or 
abroad. Governments are so flat out dealing with the in-
frastructure task that they no longer have the money or 
the head space to genuinely tackle our pressing social ills 
– homelessness, mental health, drugs, indigenous disad-
vantage, habitat destruction. 

Rapid population growth has also led us down the road 
to high rise. High rise is less sustainable than detached 
houses with front yards and backyards, with space for 
solar panels and rainwater tanks and tree canopy and 
growing food. People who believe that just because they 
can’t see their environmental footprint, that they don’t 
have one, are delusional. 

But the coronavirus pandemic has opened up a window 
of opportunity to get off this treadmill. First, it has shown 
us that it is not safe to be dense. Not only is high rise 
not sustainable, in a pandemic it is a health risk. The 
pandemic spread fastest in the crowded cities. It spread 
in apartment lifts, through air conditioning systems, 
on public transport. The denser the city, the faster the 
spread. The twentieth century global phenomenon of 
urbanisation and megacities was revealed to be a trap. 

Secondly, the pandemic saw an end to the massive in-
flow of international students and temporary migrant 
workers. Our population growth decreased to its slowest 
rate in a hundred years. There was much hand wring-
ing about how the economy was going to collapse as a 
result. Did the sky fall in? Did our economy crash like 
a spent firework? No. Unemployment is back to pre-
pandemic levels. Underemployment is the lowest it has 
been in seven years. The youth participation rate is ris-
ing. Young people are getting a go.

The Reserve Bank May Quarterly Statement on Monetary 
Policy says that the pause in Australia’s migration pro-
gram will lead to higher living standards for Australians. 
It says that as a result of the halt to incoming migration, 
“GDP is expected to be on a higher trajectory, supported 
by a higher per capita household income and a strong 
contribution from public demand.” The Bank says that 
“a sustained period of economic recovery could lead to 
wages pressures emerging more quickly if new labour 
supply remains constrained.”

Employers are not happy about this, and are scream-
ing for the “re-opening of the borders”, and complaining 
that they can’t find workers. This is usually an unfinished 
sentence. The complete sentence is: “I can’t find work-

Why the Morrison Government should not take us back
by Kelvin Thomson

Kelvin Thomson
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ers at the wages and conditions I am offering”. Employ-
ers having to offer higher wages, or on the job training, 
in order to attract workers, would be a good thing. The 
flatlining of wages caused by Australia’s rapid population 
growth has seen falling living standards for many, includ-
ing many of our less well off. And indeed, the Reserve 
Bank itself has said that low wage growth is a barrier to 
post pandemic recovery.

The Reserve Bank’s Statement is consistent with years 
of economic data which show that small, slowly grow-
ing populations have higher living standards than large, 
rapidly growing populations. The wealthiest, healthiest 
and happiest countries all have populations of less than 
10 million.

Most Australians instinctively understand all this to be 
true. When asked about it, they have never supported 
“Big Australia”. That has not deterred political and busi-
ness leaders, or media and other commentators. They 
tend to belong to one or more of three camps. 

The first is engaged in special pleading on behalf of par-
ticular industries or businesses that profit from popu-
lation growth. They exaggerate the importance of their 
particular industry. We need a strong social security 
safety net to help individuals who are adversely affected 
by economic and social change, but government policy 
aimed at propping up particular businesses or industries 
is crony capitalism.

The second camp expresses concern about popula-
tion and workforce ageing. This scare campaign, with 
its bleak vision of an ever-diminishing workforce hold-
ing up an ever-growing proportion of retirees, is without 
foundation. Our labour market participation is rising, not 
falling. More women are entering the workforce. More 
retirees are ageing more healthily, and working longer. 
Yes, we have more retirees, but we have a smaller cohort 
of under 18s, who are also dependants. Ageing is a sign 
of success, both individually and collectively. 

The third camp believes in “open borders”. They think 
that any and all opposition to migration is racist, or xeno-
phobic, or “dangerous”. Presumably this makes Gough 
Whitlam, Bob Hawke, and Paul Keating, who all ran much 
smaller migration programs than the one we have had 
for the past 15 years, bigots. One wonders how big the 
program would have to get before the “open borders” 
brigade considered it too big.

Global polling a few years ago found that upwards of 
600 million people would move to another country if 
they could. “Open borders” is ecological nonsense – with 
the global population increasing by over 80 million every 
year, it is a recipe for habitat destruction, species extinc-
tions and climate change on a devastating scale. 

We have a once in a generation opportunity to reset the 
migration button, and return the international student 
and temporary visa programs to their late 20th Century 
levels. This would provide opportunities for young peo-
ple, who have been deprived of the job security that I 
and my generation enjoyed. 

And most importantly, it might help us Close the Gap. In 
2008, indigenous employment was about 48% and non-
indigenous employment was 75%. But 10 years later, in 
2018, non-indigenous employment remained around 
75%, while indigenous employment had barely moved – 
49%, or still one in half. 

At this point the Left of politics should get off what has 
been a politically and environmentally disastrous train. 
It should demand that we put the health of Australians 
first. It should demand that we prioritise Australian jobs 
and Australian workers, through measures such as gen-
uine labour market testing. It should demand that we 
get rid of provisions in trade deals that undermine our 
democratic sovereignty. It should demand that we put 
tree canopy cover and a genuine say for residents in 
planning decisions ahead of property developer greed. 

Finally, it should demand that that governments stop ex-
pending all their time, energy, and money on managing 
the problems of population growth, and focus on things 
that could unite us as a nation, and give us all a stake in 
our community – tackling problems like homelessness, 
mental health, indigenous disadvantage, drug addiction, 
and habitat destruction.

Kelvin Thomson was previously the Federal Member for 
Wills. This is an edited article which first appeared in Austra-
lian Fabians’ Review, Issue 2, 26 August 2021. Reprinted with 
permission.  The full article can be found at https://www.
fabians.org.au/afr2_kelvin_thomson

https://www.sustainableag.org.au

https://www.fabians.org.au/afr2_kelvin_thomson
https://www.fabians.org.au/afr2_kelvin_thomson
https://www.sustainableag.org.au
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Business calls for a massive increase 
in skilled migration reflect an addic-
tion to the mindset of using cheap for-
eign labour to keep wages suppressed 
— and will guarantee persistent hous-
ing unaffordability.

You couldn’t get a better example 
of how addicted to bad policy and 
old ideas Australian business is than 
yesterday’s effort from major em-
ployer group the Australian Cham-

ber of Commerce and Industry.

It wants skilled migration to be doubled to 200,000 a 
year to address “skill shortages”. It was immaculate tim-
ing, given that Reserve Bank released the minutes of its 
October board meeting yesterday morning. The Bank 
noted:

"Even in industries that had experienced strong labour 
demand, wages growth remained subdued. In reviewing 
wages growth across different types of wage-setting ar-
rangements, members noted that a small share of peo-
ple on individual agreements had received larger wage 
increases over recent quarters, in part reflecting earlier 
wage cuts that had been reversed. Overall, there were 
few indications from disaggregated wages data or from 
the bank’s liaison program to suggest that aggregate 
wages growth was likely to accelerate sharply in the pe-
riod ahead."

That is, Australian workers have struggled to get a decent 
pay rise despite strong demand for labour in a number 
of industries. But employers want to flood the market 
with another million workers over the next five years.

As the Reserve Bank has pointed out before, using for-
eign labour, especially temporary labour, has helped 
suppress wage rises for Australians. And Australian busi-
ness has a “laser-like focus on cost control in Australian 
business over the past decade” that has made it reluc-
tant to pay wage rises.

That is, Australian business is addicted to suppressing 
wages and using foreign labour to that effect. And noth-
ing has changed throughout the pandemic, except the 
hunger for business to reopen borders so they can flood 
the labour market.

The new Perrottet government in New South Wales is 
also keen to reopen the floodgates to foreign labour, 
with the premier flagging his goal of a “big NSW” despite 
Sydney having insufficient infrastructure and housing 
supply to keep up with population growth over the past 
20 years.

If adopted, a surge in migrant labour — especially tem-

porary migrant labour from foreign students and an ex-
panded category of temporary work visas, including new 
agriculture visas and expanded definitions of working 
holidaymakers — will guarantee that Australian wages 
growth will not even return to its stagnation of years 
since 2013, but remain stuck below 2% and below infla-
tion.

With wages growth well below the levels the Reserve 
Bank wants to see to permanently push inflation up, that 
will mean the persistence of record low interest rates.

Greater demand for housing from higher migration, 
persistent low interest rates — these are a guarantee of 
even higher property price growth in major cities and, 
increasingly, regions.

We’ve seen before where this neoliberal agenda leads: 
resentment at lack of income growth, decline in electoral 
support for any difficult economic reform, anger at im-
migrants and rising populism — along with the econom-
ic and social consequences of greater congestion and 
housing unaffordability.

The endless invocation of “skills shortages” by employers 
should point, not to a need to let 200,000 more workers 
in, but a need for greater business investment in skills 
and training. At the moment, business relies heavily on 
governments training their workers for them — either 
our government or governments in countries they can 
draw migrants from.

And it should also point to — as any economist would 
note — the need for employers to pay a higher price 
for labour. A shortage, after all, is the price mechanism 
at work, with consumers of labour not willing to pay 
enough to bring more supply into the market.

The politics of high immigration, however, are different 
to a decade ago, when Julia Gillard drew fire for seeking 
to curb 457 visas (a policy later adopted by the Coalition, 
which heavily criticised her at the time).

There are right-wing political groupings, led by One Na-
tion, dead keen to leap on any suggestion of allowing 
more migrants in, and keen, too, to explicitly link them 
to lower wages, even if the overall benefits of permanent 
migration are modestly beneficial. Labor has been fo-
cused on temporary migration for a couple of years. And 
with Philip Lowe’s comments, they have the imprimatur 
of a key economic authority.

But business, and many economic bureaucrats, remain 
glued to old ideas of open borders and easy flows of la-
bour to wherever it can reduce wages to a minimum.

Bernard Keane is Crikey’s political editor. This article ap-
peared on the Crikey website on 20 October 2021. Reprinted 
with permission. 

Australia’s addiction to importing labour does nothing for wages — 
or building our current skills base
by Bernard Keane

Bernard Keane
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Book Review

Reviewed by Rod Taylor

If there were a person in history I’d like to meet, it would 
certainly be Charles Darwin. He comes across as a gentle 
person with an astonishing intellect. I could imagine long 
and fascinating conversations with him.

A contemporary and a collaborator with Darwin was Al-
fred Russel Wallace who explored Malaysia, Singapore, 
Indonesia and New Guinea from 1854 to 1862. While 
Wallace is not quite the same towering in-
tellect, his scope is broad and impressive, 
and he did independently conceive of the 
idea of natural selection.  His extensive ex-
ploration and cataloguing thousands of va-
rieties of animals and plants is a significant 
contribution to science.

In The Malay Archipelago, he recounts his 
journeys across what was then, relatively 
wild and remote regions. As a mark of his 
respect, he dedicated that book to Darwin. 

I have some of Darwin’s works which are 
quite readable. Wallace’s writing however, 
is a little easier with a more personal fla-
vour. He sprinkles his stories with anec-
dotes along with his scientific observations. 
He recounts the story of a Manuel who he 
engaged to skin birds. Manuel would “…often hold forth 
to them (local people) with the air of a teacher, and was 
listened to with profound attention.”

In some ways Wallace is a lighter version of Alexander 
Von Humboldt who, given the breadth of his enquiry, 
could rightly be called the first Earth System Scientist. 
Science had not yet split into the excessive degree of 
specialisation it has today. Although Wallace called him-
self a naturalist, he ranges over everything from botany 
to zoology, to geology. He even remarks on the Dutch 
administration of what were their colonies. On that note, 
he observes the Dutch’s role in improving government, 
reducing crime in some districts. 

Wallace writes about the geographical occurrence of 
species across what is now called the Wallace Line be-
tween Asia and Australia. Some birds could cross the in-
tervening water, but not all. Eucalyptus is native to Aus-
tralia, but not Asia.

Being a product of his time, Wallace falls into some lan-
guage we would find less acceptable today. He refers to 
“a superior race has power to press out or assimilate an 
inferior one” and “higher civilisations”.

In Wallace’s day the idea of continental drift had not 
yet been formed. However, he does have the emerging 
sense of deep geological time, using the distribution of 

species to infer how land has changed over many thou-
sands of years. He could see the connection between 
land separated by water, providing evidence that they 
were once joined. Without knowing about the horizon-
tal movement land surfaces driven by geological con-
vection, he imagined land rising and falling. Land once 
joined has been divided by sea, and vice versa. 

Parts of The Malay Archipelago make difficult reading. In 
Wallace’s day, a collector would capture 
or shoot anything that came into sight. In 
particular, I cringed when reading of him 
shooting orangutans. I would guess his 
tally was around two dozen, maybe more. 
He describes how he rescued an orphaned 
one after he shot its mother. He kept for 
a while, forming an attachment to it until 
it died. It would cling to him, grabbing his 
beard.

I’ve only seen an orangutan in a zoo. We 
peered at each other through the glass and 
I was drawn by its intelligent gaze. It pains 
me deeply to know we are exterminating 
our closest remaining relatives.

Wallace travelled through abundantly rich 
tropical jungles that are now being stripped 

for palm oil plantations and other development. He 
seems unconcerned about human impact on the land 
and I can only imagine what his reaction would be if he 
could see those places now.

Wallace talks about human population a few times. He 
muses why the Sarawak Dyak (Dayak) population is small 
and “almost stationary”. He refers to Malthus, surmising 
that the principal reason is the “infertility of women”.

Later he makes an odd claim, in the context of Dutch 
rule, implying that population increase leads to the in-
habitants being more ”contented”.

Overall, I’d recommend The Malay Archipelago as an en-
gaging account of his journeys and his discoveries. I do, 
however, find it a depressing read to think about how 
the world has changed since then. 

In a time of plague, we humans have inserted ourselves 
into nearly every corner of the planet, exploiting – and 
over exploiting it. 

Wallace shows no awareness of the slowly boiling frog, 
but I can guess what he would make of where we are 
today.

 
Rod Taylor is a science columnist and a member of the SPA 
Marketing and Membership team. His book Ten Journeys 
on a Fragile Planet (Odyssey, 2020) is out now.

The Malay Archipelago 
by Alfred Russel Wallace
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Book Review

CSIRO Publishing 2021 174pp. $69.99

Reviewed by Jenny Goldie

On 17-18 March next year, SPA will co-host the twice-
postponed Fenner Conference on Environment: Making 
Australian agriculture sustainable.  Author of this very fine 
book, Nicole Chalmer, will be a speaker. The book could 
not be more pertinent to the conference.

Indeed, its keynote speaker is Charles Massy who has 
written the foreword to Ecoagriculture for 
a Sustainable Food Future. He calls it “time-
ly and important” and indeed it is. Massy 
himself is both academic and farmer and 
understands the principles of ecological ag-
riculture very well, as we found in his won-
derful book “Call of the Reed Warbler”. He 
commends Chalmer, not just for her me-
ticulous and prodigious research across a 
range of disciplines, but also for her ‘clear-
eyed multi-faceted overview of the state of 
Australia’s landscapes’. 

As Massy says, one of the strengths of 
Chalmer’s book is its holistic view of over 
65,000 millennia of Australian land use by 
humans. She pulls no punches on the first 
human settlement of Australia by Aborigines. There was, 
in fact, deep past human ecological destruction, implicat-
ed in the decline of megafauna. Then, however, over mil-
lennia, Indigenous nations evolved long-term sustainable 
social ecological systems (SES) and resilient food cultures. 
As we now contemplate what sustainable agriculture 
should be all about, the lesson is:  we need to keep ‘wild’ 
biodiversity in human-managed systems.

As Chalmers writes: “Aboriginal livelihoods, individually 
and in groups, depended directly on everyday intellectual 
thinking incorporating ecology – the seasonal nuances, 
the life-cycles of animals and plants and, crucially, how 
people needed to live in order to ensure and enhance 
these interrelationships for their future.”

Since then, our food systems have become industrial and 
characterised by high-input mono-cropping, over-grazing 
of our landscapes and on-going clearing of native vegeta-
tion. Food is stripped of nutrients and phyto-chemicals, 
often genetically modified and laced with harmful chemi-
cals. Such agriculture continues to degrade the Earth. 

Chalmer’s focus is not just on Australia generally but on 
the Esperance bioregion on the south coast of WA where 
she lives. It’s a comprehensive anthropological, ecologi-
cal, historical and biophysical study. She notes how farm-
ing is a fragile business, not just for landscapes but also 
for biodiversity and environmental health, for Indigenous 
cultures, and for the health of all contemporary humans.

As Chalmer notes, Aboriginal societies – or SES – delib-
erately managed their populations, keeping them to re-
placement rates rather than growth. She notes that “tra-
ditional societies seemed far better and more advanced 
than modern societies in understanding that population 
size does matter in long-term environmental sustainabili-
ty”.  She goes on: “The limiting of population was the most 
important practice that allowed Aboriginal people to have 
indefinite food and resource sustainability.” 

Today, however, there are many instances 
of agricultural collapse caused in part by ex-
cessive human population growth. Chalmer 
cites the case of Syria where food and water 
security had worsened due to rapid popula-
tion growth, from 3 million to 22 million be-
tween 1950 and 2012.   “With ground water 
recharge 30% below the rate of extraction, 
irrigated food availability dropped by 69%. 
The 2007-2010 drought forced 1.5 hungry 
rural people to converge on the cities.” We 
know the rest – bloody civil conflict followed. 

It was good to see Chalmer quoting from 
Duncan Brown’s critical 2003 book Feed or 
Feedback: Agriculture, Population Dynamics 
and the State of the Planet. Brown argued 

that the development of modern agriculture ‘brought 
about a series of ecological changes so profound and ex-
tensive as to [now] place in question the survival of our 
own species,’ thanks to the human population explo-
sion and over 75% of planetary ecosystems undergoing 
negative human-caused reorganisation. Of course, other 
scholars note there have been many relatively sustain-
able traditional ecoagricultural systems that persisted for 
a long time and provided food for a billion people across 
the world, without causing ecological damage and with-
out using fossil fuels.  

“This further supports notions that Earth is overpopulat-
ed with humanity and only unsustainable industrialised 
agricultural systems that are using resources in a non-re-
newable fashion can support present populations. Even 
the current agricultural systems, however, cannot sup-
port unfettered future population growth,” she writes. 

It all seems extremely bleak but Chalmer suggests that 
solutions lie in combining “the best of both Indigenous 
ecoagricultural thinking with regenerative agriculture, but 
also with the best of modern broad-stream agriculture”. 
She notes, for instance, the Australian Institute for Ecolog-
ical Agriculture promotes agro-ecology and regenerative 
agricultural systems to larger scale farmers as a method 
of placing ecology into farm systems. And she mentions 
SPA which seeks “to determine what population size Aus-
tralia can comfortably support”. SPA is one organisation, 
at least, dealing with the demand side of the equation.

Ecological Agriculture for a Sustainable Food Future
by Nicole Y Chalmer
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Branch Reports
WA
Sad to say nothing much has transpired since the last News-
letter.  Our AGM is to run at 10am on Sunday 7 November 
via zoom. Dr Nicole Chalmer will be giving a talk on how 
food is viewed as a ‘commodity’ by economists, government 
and most producers - like mined exported minerals - and as 
such is an unsustainable one-way flow of energy and mat-
ter away from farmlands. Looking forward to that. (See re-
view of Nicole Chalmer’s book on page 9 - Ed).

Probus came a good coverage in their communique of the 
talk I gave in July.  Secretary/Treasurer Warwick attended 
the Conservation Council WA AGM where most topics ran 
over time negating the ‘meet & mix’ possibility and nothing 
in the way of pamphlets etc were taken. Not at any stage 
did the dreaded P (population) word did not raise its head. 
Somehow, we have to get the fact through that there is not 
just a correlation between population growth and resource 
depletion, but is the cause. 

Disappointingly, our two advertorials in regional newspa-
pers do not appear to have elicited any new members. It is 
my opinion that any prospective new member is more likely 
to join Sustainable Australia Party as she/he may consider 
that possibly getting a voice in Parliament would carry more 
clout.

Judith Odgaard

QLD

On Monday 23 August, Simon Cole and I made a presen-
tation on town planning and population growth to several 
community groups from the southern suburbs of Bris-
bane. The key themes were that the Commonwealth gov-
ernment’s immigration policy was upstream of so many 
town-planning challenges and that this immigration policy 
was a choice and in no way inevitable. These grass roots 
organisations were trying to resist the destruction of their 
suburb’s existing character in the face of dictates from the 
state and local government to make way for more people. 
They were extremely receptive to SPA’s presentation. It was 
a reminder that complex and difficult topics can in fact be 
canvassed with members of the public but that this is much 

easier in person than on line. Any members in South East 
Queensland who know of community organisations that 
would be willing to have me present to them should contact 
me on qld@population.org.au 

Edward Smith

VIC/TAS
Vic/Tas is a tale of two states with Covid- 19 impacting Mel-
bourne more than any other city in Australia whilst Hobart 
remains relatively free of this scourge. 

The current committee has not met in person for over a 
year but met on September 4th by Zoom and is now plan-
ning AGM 2022 hoping it can be a physical meeting. 

Melbourne’s lockdowns have forced the population into 
our parks and gardens as never before. Crowds are a stark 
illustration of the paucity of outdoor amenities per head of 
population.  This is the case even though Victoria’s popula-
tion dropped by 0.6% or 42,900 in the year to March 31st 
2021. Building and other construction, however, continue 
apace. These activities are treated as privileged areas of in-
dustry even though workplaces have become hotbeds of 
Covid 19 infection. This situation appears to be in prepara-
tion for an imminent huge increase in population.  

Vice President, Daniel Webby, through “Engage Victoria” 
made a submission to the Victorian Government regarding 
Melbourne’s Future Planning Framework, putting forward 
a slow growth or no growth proposal (in direct contrast to 
calls from the NSW premier and the Federal treasurer for 
population bolstering through a boost in immigration.)

Jill Quirk

NSW
NSW Branch has no new projects to report on since the last 
meeting. I have finished my draft proposal for a four-part 
TV series based on the existential threats facing humanity 
and it is being reviewed internally now.  Following internal 
review there will be an external review, and then meetings 
with supporting not-for-profit organisations who will be in-
volved in the series, before approaching TV stations.

Graham Wood

 SA/NT 
The SA committee met on 27 October and planned a mix 
of activities for the coming months. A members’ meeting is 
being scheduled for late November or early December, with 
a film screening and an open mike for people to outline is-
sues or speak about publications they have recently found 
helpful. An email notice will go out to SPA members and 
friends shortly.

The committee also resolved to work up a program of vis-
its to politicians and mayors to lay out the case for an end 
to continual growth in resource consumption as we seek 
to transition to sustainability. We will argue that an end to 

Edward Smith giving his presentation

mailto:qld%40population.org.au%20?subject=
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artificially boosted population growth is a natural and nec-
essary part of that transition. We will also try to explain that 
an ageing population is something to celebrate, not panic 
over, and is a natural change we need to embrace. Local SA 
members who are interested in taking part in these visits 
and to help put SPA’s position are encouraged to contact 
the committee. 

Peter Martin

ACT
Because of the limitations of the Covid pandemic, our ac-
tivities have been totally limited to online Zoom Committee 
meetings as per the previous three months.

We had hoped to hold a public seminar for members and 
guests that proved impossible of course. We do hope that 
this seminar will be possible in November when the num-
ber of persons permitted in a meeting room makes it viable.

Despite these difficulties, we did manage to achieve some 
publicity for SPA, both in the recent past and in the near 
future. The President was interviewed on ABC TV regard-
ing the impacts of Canberra’s rapid population growth on 
the quality of life in the city. Others interviewed included 
a well-known economist, Richard Dennis, an outrageously 
vested interested developer, Geocon, and demographer 
from ANU, Liz Allen. The segment produced plenty of feed-
back on the ABC’s Facebook page in Canberra.

Our own Rod Taylor also interviewed a couple of our mem-
bers as part of his video production for SPA which should 
appear on YouTube shortly.

We are hoping that the next few months enable us to re-
sume more normal activities as restrictions on movement 
and assembly are eased in the ACT.

Colin Lyons

Bob Whiteway, who died in Septem-
ber 2021, was a founding member 
of the Victorian branch of SPA (then 
known as Australians for an Ecologi-
cally Sustainable Population) when 
the branch was established in 1994.

In the late 1990s, the Victorian 
branch (now Victorian and Tasma-
nian branch) met at Bob’s bayside 
home, where he was a perfect host to 
committee members and visitors in-
cluding Peter Carter, Henry Teltscher, 
David Francis, Sheila Newman and Jill 
Quirk.

A gentle man with vigorous white 
hair, framing his tanned face and in-
tense blue eyes, he said he became 
a teacher because teachers helped 
him find his way out of serious life-
difficulties when he was a schoolboy. 
He conducted his role as a citizen, 
geography teacher and environmen-
talist, with honour, humour, and 
compassion for all creatures, great and small.  We have 
wonderful photographs of Bob’s geography lessons with 
his interested students on the local foreshore.

Bob was President of the Victorian branch from 1998-
1999 and 2000 to 2001, then treasurer each year after 
that, until 2007. Bob’s knowledge, and scientific fact-

based approach, on all matters re-
lated to the concerns of our organ-
isation inspired great respect in the 
Victorian committee and in his local 
community, and made him a won-
derful mentor.

After retiring from the SPA’s Victo-
ria committee, Bob ran many of the 
branch’s state elections. In 2010, 
when the national body held its AGM 
in Melbourne, Bob acted as Return-
ing Officer for the national election, 
and presided over the election of of-
fice bearers at the meeting.

A keen environmentalist and snor-
keller, Bob led a successful cam-
paign to establish a Marine Sanctu-
ary at Ricketts Point on Port Phillip 
Bay, Melbourne. This was declared 
by the State government in 2002 af-
ter which Bob became the inaugural 
president of Marine Care Ricketts 
Point, an organisation devoted to 

the care of and education about the Sanctuary  

Bob’s energies were concurrently directed towards the 
population issue, as a major local and a global concern. 
In 2013 Bob was awarded an OAM for services to conser-
vation and the environment, an honour that could not 
have been more richly deserved.

Branch Reports

Obituary
Vale Robert (Bob) Whiteway OAM
by Jill Quirk
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Report

About SPA
Website: www.population.org.au

The SPA newsletter is now published every four months: in 
February, May, August and November. Members are welcome 
to submit material to the editor, to be published at the edi-
tor’s discretion.

Newsletter editor: Jenny Goldie 
editor@population.org.au 
Letters to editor welcome but 300 words maximum and in 
electronic form!

Membership applications and renewals should be done via 
the SPA website or sent to the national office. General inqui-
ries should also go to the national office. 

SPA national office 

PO Box 85, Deakin West ACT 2600 
phone: 0434 962 305 
email: info@population.org.au 

SPA national office bearers

President: Jenny Goldie | 0401921 453  
president@population.org.au

Vice-president: Peter Cook | vp@population.org.au

Meetings secretary: Sandra Kanck | (08) 83364114  
meetingsecretary@population.org.au

Treasurer: Tony Matta | treasurer@population.org.au

Committee: Jane O’Sullivan | Alan Jones |  
Graham Clews | Des Heaney

Webmaster: Alex Geppert 
webmaster@population.org.au

Membership officer: Andrew Verlei 
membership@population.org.au 

Trustees of the Population Fund

Sandra Kanck | Tony Matta | Jenny Goldie 

Regional branches

NSW President: Graham Wood 
nsw@population.org.au

WA President: Judith Odgaard | 0477 002 821 
wa@population.org.au

VIC/TAS President:  
Graeme Dennerstein | (03) 9379 7777 (AH) 
vic@population.org.au

ACT President: Colin Lyons | 0434 531 449 
act@population.org.au

QLD President: Edward Smith 
qld@population.org.au

SA/NT President: Peter Martin 
sa@population.org.au 

Disclaimer

While every effort has been made to ensure the reliability of 
the information contained in this newsletter, the opinions ex-
pressed are those of the various authors and do not necessar-
ily reflect the opinion of either SPA or the editor.

Over the past several 
months I have been work-
ing closely with the Mem-
bership and Marketing 
team to steer SPA cam-
paigning toward a more 
planned, strategic direc-
tion.  There are already ear-
ly signs that this approach 
is paying off.

Our ‘Let’s Rethink Big Aus-
tralia’ social media cam-
paign is only half way 

though and has already reached 40,000 people while sig-
nificantly improving social media engagement and traffic 
on our website.  There are early signs that the campaign-
ing may be encouraging a few new memberships!

In late September I drafted the 2021 COVID statement for 
the SPA website.  Extracts from the statement have been 

published at Independent Australia and overseas on the 
Overshoot blog run by Dave Gardner of Growthbusters 
fame.  These have been read thousands of times and the 
statement has performed well on the SPA website.

Post-Growth Podcast Australia will round off its second 
season at the end of the October and is enjoying and 
ever-increasing listenership.   PGAP explores the broader 
post-growth issue and where population sits within this 
bigger picture.  PGAP was even nominated for the Austra-
lia Podcast Awards.

In my last report I noted that SPA was being offered more 
interview opportunities than usual and mused this might 
be a sign of a trend towards media interests.  Unfortu-
nately, while our interview opportunities have dried up a 
little since then, it has been promising to note that sever-
al of our media releases have been picked up by numer-
ous media outlets.  I put this down to both the quality of 
our media releases and our new streamlined system for 
distributing them out.

Communication Manager’s Report
Michael Bayliss

Michael Bayliss - photo courtesy of 
Inspired Evolution podcast
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